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GCC Fixed Income Weekly Review  

Global bond markets were mixed as return of risk-off sentiment erased gains from corporate bonds 
while sovereign bonds rallied. Concerns on second wave infections aggravated with risk markets not 
shrugging off these concerns this time around. As a result, developed market sovereign bond yields 
dipped lower, benefitting from the safe-haven appetite. 10yr UST yields sunk to the lowest levels in a 
month while the 10-2yr UST curve flattened further. In Europe, German bund yields declined in spite 
of signs of improvement in PMI data.  

With investors shedding off risk last week, appetite for emerging market bonds receded. The EM USD 
Agg Index ended the week with no change. Within GCC, countries recorded marginal gains, except for 
Oman which posted weekly loss.  

CDS spreads widened in GCC with oil prices coming under pressure due to concerns of second-wave 
infections. In the USD sovereign bond market, GCC bond yields declined in all countries with the 
exception of Oman. Oman 10yr bond yields jumped after the country’s rating was downgraded again. 
Moody’s rating agency downgraded Oman’s rating to Ba3, marking the second downgrade by the 
rating agency this year, citing government’s inability to offset oil revenue losses. The outlook was also 
downgraded to negative from stable, leaving the door open for further downgrades over next 12 
months, on concerns of external vulnerability risks. Moody’s rating now stands on par with the S&P 
and Fitch ratings on Oman and all three rating agencies have a negative outlook. Meanwhile, the IMF 
further downgraded its global growth outlook further and with that, it also expects deeper recession in 
Saudi Arabia. Growth in Saudi is now expected to contract by 6.8% in 2020, versus previous forecasts 
of 2.3%. In terms of bond issuances, activity in corporate bond sales further gathered momentum. DP 
world sold a new perpetual sukuk while APICORP, Saudi multilateral development bank, sold 
USD750mn of 5yr dollar-denominated bonds.  

 

 

 

 

GCC Fixed Income Weekly Snapshot 
Bond Index Snapshot (Emerging market and GCC) 

  Interest rates ( Sunday to Thursday) 

BBG Barclays* Latest -1w % YTD %  3M interbank Latest -1w (bp) YTD (bp) 

EM USD Agg TR  1,204.9 0.1  -0.4  Saudi 0.99 -2.14 -123.86 

EM LatAm TR 982.9 -0.2 -5.5  UAE 0.76 11.56 -135.06 

EM EMEA TR  375.4 0.2  0.7   Kuwait 1.69 0.00 -106.25 

EM Asia TR  650.3 0.4  2.6   Bahrain 2.25 0.00 -41.67 

Bahrain TR  165.3 0.2  -1.9  Oman 2.63 -1.13 -20.00 

Oman TR 113.7 -0.5 -4.8  Qatar 1.06 -17.68 -120.59 

Kuwait TR  142.8 0.8  2.5   US 0.31 -0.04 -156.63 

Qatar TR  142.8 0.2  5.1  
 

12M interbank Latest -1w (bp) YTD (bp) 

Saudi Arabia TR  143.9 0.3  5.0   Saudi 1.10 -2.00 -121.29 

UAE TR 138.5 0.6  2.4   UAE 1.14 11.38 -117.90 

5Y Sov. CDS Latest (bp) -1w (bp) YTD (bp)  Kuwait 2.13 0.00 -106.25 

Saudi Arabia 105.1 6.6  48.0   Bahrain 2.57 6.67 -26.66 

Abu Dhabi 77.9 1.9  41.1   Oman 3.36 -0.57 -3.40 

Dubai 204.6 7.4  107.9   Qatar 1.29 -9.87 -134.28 

Kuwait 76.0 -2.0 36.5   10Y yield Latest -1w (bp) YTD (bp) 

Bahrain 361.99 8.6  175.8   Saudi Arabia 2.38 -12.40 -79.20 

Oman 499.0 -4.9 250.9   Abu Dhabi 1.91 -12.80 -64.70 

Qatar 78.5 1.4  41.2   Dubai 3.11 -6.80 -13.70 

Egypt 500.5 -7.4 209.0   Kuwait 1.68 -10.80 -70.80 

Turkey 499.9 16.3  216.0   Bahrain 5.40 -5.60 78.70 

US 22.5 0.3  7.1   Oman 6.92 17.80 136.80 

Germany 18.1 -0.1 -   Qatar 2.08 -5.40 -51.70 

 

Note: *Dewa rating used as proxy 

Country 
Saudi 
Arabia 

Abu 
Dhabi 

Dubai* Kuwait Bahrain Oman Qatar Egypt 

Moody's A1 Aau2 Baa1 Aa2 Ba2 Ba3 Aa3 B3 

S&P A- AA - AA- B+ BB- AA- B 

Fitch A AA - AA BB- BB AA- B+ 
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Moody’s rating downgraded Oman to Baa3, outlook reduced to negative 
Moody’s rating agency downgraded the Government of Oman issuer and senior unsecured ratings to Ba3 from Ba2 
and further changed the rating outlook to negative from stable. This is the second downgrade by the rating agency on 
Oman. The rating agency cited government’s inability to offset the loss of oil revenue amidst the low price environment 
and weak and deteriorating fiscal metrics as the reason for the downgrade. The Ba3 rating explains the government’s 
access to relatively strong foreign currency reserves, scope to reduce the pace of balance sheet deterioration through 
spending and revenue measures and the possibility of receiving financial support from some of the high-rated GCC 
neighbors. The negative outlook, however, explains the external vulnerability risks pertaining to government’s large 
financing requirements and slow implementation of fiscal reforms which further exacerbate these external risks.    
 
IMF expects a deeper recession in Saudi than originally anticipated 
The IMF stated that Saudi’s economy is expected to contract by 6.8% in 2020, a steeper decline than 2.3% as initially 
expected in April due to the spread of the coronavirus and sharp drop in oil prices. The IMF forecasts the kingdom’s 
GDP to shrink by 6.8% in 2020 but recover in 2021 with growth of 3.1%.  
 
Oman was in fiscal surplus during Q1 2020 due to steep spending cuts  
Oman transitioned to a fiscal surplus during Q1 of this year after the country cut its public spending due to the drop in 
oil prices and the spread of the pandemic. The decrease in public spending has led to a surplus of USD349.48mn in 
Q1 2020 compared to a deficit of USD345.96 in 2019. Oman decreased spending on defense and security in Q120 by 
over 17%yoy and development expenditure by 48%yoy. Oman, yet still has one of the widest fiscal deficits in the GCC 
this year, the fiscal deficit is estimated to be over 16% according to the IMF. 
 
DP world sold USD1.5bn worth of perpetual sukuk  
DP world sold USD1.5bn worth of perpetual sukuk at 6.125%. The company was planning issue size of USD500-
700mn earlier, but increased the size after attracting strong demand. The company will use the proceeds from the sale 
for general corporate purposes, including refinancing. In addition, DP world is also considering issuing benchmark 
perpetual euro-denominated bonds. 
 
Ahead of the sale, Moody’s ratings assigned the sukuk a rating of Ba2, two notches below DP World's rating, 
as the hybrid instruments will be deeply subordinated to the senior unsecured obligations of DP World and its 
subsidiaries and rank senior only to ordinary shares. The hybrid instruments will be endless and DP World will have 
the option to defer coupon payments on a cumulative and compounding basis. DP world has stable outlook with well-
located port asset, changeable cost structure, and a strong liquidity profile that gives them flexibility to fight the decline 
in global trade in 2020.  
 
APICORP sold USD750mn of 5yr USD-denominated bonds. 
The Arab Petroleum Investments Corporation (APICORP), a Saudi multilateral development bank, sold USD750mn of 
5yr dollar-denominated bonds. The bond deal received strong demand with bid orders of more than USD900mn. The 
bonds were sold at 110bp over midswaps, tighter from the initial guidance of around 130bp over midswaps, marketed 
before the sale. 
 

*Amount Issued in USDmillion, Bloomberg sector classification has been used, ^Issuer rating used where applicable, Fitch rating or 

equivalent used Source: Bloomberg, ADCB Asset Management 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Corporate Issuer BBG  Sector Country Amt 

Issued* 

Cpn Maturity Maturity Type CCY Issue Date Rtg^ 

SIB Sukuk Co III Ltd SIB AE AE 500 2.85 23/06/2025 AT MATURITY USD 23/06/2020 BBB+ 

First Abu Dhabi Bank 

PJSC 

FABUH AE AE 640 0 23/06/2050 CALLABLE USD 23/06/2020 AA- 
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Appendix 

 
Source: Bloomberg, ADCB  

Bloomberg Barclays Bond Indices OAS spread (EM vs GCC) 

 
Source: Bloomberg Barclays Sovereign Bond Indices, ADCB  
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Emerging markets versus Middle East spread  

 
Source: Credit Suisse Corporate Bond Indices, ADCB  

GCC corporate OAS spread versus Brent Crude 

 
Source: Bloomberg, ADCB  
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10yr yield versus Credit ratings (EM vs GCC)  

 
Source: Bloomberg, ADCB, *Dewa rating used as a substitute for Dubai, Fitch ratings are used for all countries 

GCC Financials Credit Rating 

 

Note: The ratings refer to Fitch ratings, *S&P rating used as substitute where the corporate/bank not rated by Fitch rating 
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Source: Bloomberg, ADCB 

GCC Corporate Credit rating  

 

Note: The ratings refer to S&P ratings, ** Fitch ratings used as substitute where the corporate/bank not rated by S&P ratings, ^ refers 

to Moody’s ratings   Source: Bloomberg, ADCB 
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Sources 

All information in this report has been obtained from the following sources except where indicated otherwise: 

1. Bloomberg 

2. Wall Street Journal 

3. RTT News 

4. Reuters 

5. Gulfbase 

6. Zawya 

 

Disclaimer 

ADCB Asset Management Limited (“AAML”), is a member of ADCB Group, licensed by Financial Services Regulatory Authority in Abu 

Dhabi Global Markets under financial services permission number 170036. 

This publication is intended for general information purposes only. It should not be construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation 

to purchase or dispose of any securities or to enter in any transaction or adopt any hedging, trading or investment strategy. Neither this 

publication nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. Distribution of this publication 

does not oblige ADCB Group to enter into any transaction.  

The content of this publication should not be considered as legal, regulatory, credit, tax or accounting advice. Anyone proposing to rely 

on or use the information contained in the publication should independently verify and check the accuracy, completeness, reliability and 

suitability of the information and should obtain independent and specific advice from appropriate professionals or experts regarding 

information contained in this publication. Investment products are not available to US persons. 

Information and opinions contained herein is are based on various sources, including but not limited to public information, annual reports 

and statistical data that AAML considers accurate and reliable. However, AAML makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy 

or completeness of any statement made in or in connection with this publication and accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any loss 

or damage caused by any act or omission taken as a result of the information contained in this publication. This publication is intended 

for customers who are either retail or professional investors. 

Charts, graphs and related data or information provided in this publication are intended to serve for illustrative purposes only. The 

information contained in this publication is prepared as of a particular date and time and will not reflect subsequent changes in the 

market or changes in any other factors relevant to their determination. All statements as to future matters are not guaranteed to be 

accurate. AAML expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward looking statement to reflect new information, events 

or circumstances after the date of this publication or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.  

ADCB Group does and may at any time solicit or provide commercial banking, investment banking, credit, advisory or other services to 

the companies covered in its publications.  As a result, recipients of this publication should be aware that any or all of foregoing services 

may at time give rise to a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this publication. Opinions expressed herein may differ 

from opinions expressed by other businesses or affiliates of ADCB Group.  

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investment products are not bank deposits and are not guaranteed by ADCB 

Group. They are subject to investment risk, including possible of loss of principal amount invested. This publication may not be 

reproduced or circulated without ADCB Group written authority. The manner of circulation and distribution may be restricted by law or 

regulation in certain jurisdictions. Persons who come into possession of this document are required to inform themselves of, and to 

observe such restrictions. Any unauthorized use, duplication, or disclosure of this document is prohibited by law and may result in 

prosecution. 


